
As Retirement Income Industry Association
members are painfully aware, there is perhaps no
greater financial issue facing an entire generation
ofAmericans than the problem of creating durable,
inflation-adjusted retirement income that can last
a lifetime. Since I am a Baby Boomer, this
problem is very personal and real to me and to my
contemporaries.

In my business life, since I am called upon to be a
thought leader in this area for my firm’s
representatives and more broadly to the community
of financial professionals who strive to serve their
clients so as to meet the difficult challenges faced
in this area and others, I am constantly looking for
pertinent research that is both analytically rigorous
as well as being eminently practical and useful for
working with individual clients. Wade D. Pfau,
Ph.D., CFA®, associate professor at the National
Graduate Institute for Policy Studies in Tokyo,

Japan, and Curriculum Director for the RIIA’s
Retirement Management Analyst (RMA)
Designation Program, has been awarded the RIIA’s
second annual Academic Thought Leadership
Award for the papers that follow in large measure
because his work meets those objectives.

Choosing a Retirement-Income Strategy: Outcome
Measures and Best Practices examines the basic
components of the various retirement-income
strategy options and seeks to explain best practices,
to highlight potential missteps and problems which
may arise, to clarify areas where controversies and
disagreements remain, and to suggest further
enhancements andmodifications tomake retirement-
income frameworks as useful as possible. It further
provides helpful criteria for evaluating uncertain
retirement-income outcomes. Finally, it provides a
crucial framework for actually doing the work of
retirement-income planning for real people with real
problems, real concerns, and real behavioral biases.
This “real life” aspect is of particular importance
because, to use Mike Zwecher’s colorful
expression, each of us gets only “one whack at the
cat.”

Dr. Pfau’s companion article, Choosing a
Retirement-Income Strategy: A New Evaluation
Framework, offers the beginnings of a new
framework for evaluating and choosing from
among potential retirement-income strategies.
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This piece investigates eight primary retirement-
income approaches consistent with RIIA’s stated
goal, which is “first build a floor, then expose to
upside.” These approaches are (1) constant
inflation-adjusted withdrawal amounts; (2) a
constant withdrawal percentage of remaining
assets; (3) a withdrawal percentage based on
remaining life expectancy; (4) a more aggressive
hybrid withdrawal percentage; (5) inflation-adjusted
single premium immediate annuities; (6) fixed
single premium immediate annuities; (7) a variable
annuity with a guaranteed living withdrawal
benefit rider; and (8) a strategy which annuitizes
the flooring level to meet basic needs and uses the
hybrid withdrawal percentage for remaining assets.

Dr. Pfau analyzes these eight strategies using six
retirement-outcome measures over an assumed
30-year retirement period for three representative
client situations. He utilizes robust Monte Carlo
simulations which allow for emphasis on both
downside risk, upside potential, and the possible
trade-offs that come with different approaches and
emphases. Unlike the typical evaluation strategies
used to date, which focus on a single summary
metric (such as failure rate, for example), this
analysis examines the entire distribution of
potential outcomes, thus providing a more thorough
and meaningful basis for consumer choice.
Moreover, the Monte Carlo simulations are
calibrated to current market conditions rather than
overall historical experience, making the
assumptions more readily useful across the range
of potential strategies. This study also takes fees into
account in a meaningful and realistic way.

Finally, while the results are presented using the case
of a fixed, 30-year retirement, the analysis addresses
the problematic issue of fixed horizons vs.

survival probabilities when applying weights to
future spending. If survival probabilities are
chosen instead, this framework will necessarily tend
to favor those strategies that provide relatively more
spending early and less later on. Because of
controversy surrounding that spending pattern,
results are shown only for the fixed 30-year case.
But those weighing their retirement options using
this analysis can still readily choose among
strategies with real spending declines, constant real
spending, or even real spending increases in order
best to match their personal preferences.

Experienced practitioners will not be surprised at
the relative success of the possible approaches under
the various scenarios examined. But they will be
impressed by the systematic approach employed and
by the usefulness of this approach with clients. By
outlining the various potential strategies together
with their costs and advantages, by reviewing the
potential range of outcomes, and by assessing the
likelihood of each such outcome, clients who are
exposed to Dr. Pfau’s framework will be well
positioned to make retirement decisions in line with
the applicable risks and likely outcomes as well as
with their personal goals and preferences.

These papers provide the kind of research that is
most beneficial to me and to the people I serve. It
is both academically and analytically rigorous while
also being incisively practical and helpful. Dr. Pfau
richly deserves the honor which these articles have
brought him from the RIIA. I encourage you to read
them carefully, to implement them into your own
research and, most importantly, to use them to
improve the lives and prospects of those who
so badly need the benefits of durable,
inflation-adjusted retirement income that can last
a lifetime. �
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